
After Yosef interpreted Paroh’s dreams, he 
made the following recommendation: to ap-
point an “mkge oeap yi`” to oversee the supply 
of food in Mitzrayim. Pharoh said to his ser-
vants: “Is it to be found a man such as this- that 
the gex of Hashem is in him?” He then said  that 
since  there is no other mkge oeap, Yosef will be 
the new viceroy in Mitzrayim. 

The word oeap is related to “dpia”, and as the 
Rashbam explains, it is the ability to see the 
long-term effects of a present situation. Chazal 
say that someone with dpia is “xac jezn xac oian: 
he can see beyond what is apparent, and build 
on that further.  However, the question is: what 
does this have to do with “ea miwl` gex: what is 
this gex, and how does it pertain to Yosef’s dpia 
and his “visionary” ability to rule Mitzrayim?

There is another time that the Torah uses the 
term gex to describe someone, and that is re-
garding Kalev: because Kalev had a “zxg` gex’, 
he stayed strong where the other Meraglim 
failed. Says the Targum: He went after the “fear 
of Hashem.” R’ Wolbe explains (Alei Shur Vol.2 
p.340) that the Torah says there “ixg` `lnie”- 
Kalev was whole and complete in his fear of 
Hashem. When a person is complete in his 
Yiras Shomayim then he cannot fail a nisayon. 
A nisayon can only bring a person to sin if he is 
not “zenlya” with Hashem.

It seems from this that the zxg` gex or the 
miwel` gex of Yosef, is describing how they 
weren’t living a life in this world, but were fully 
ensconced in the spirit of Hashem and were 
part of a whole different realm. It was a result 
of this gex that Yosef had true dpia and was the 
one and only true mkge oeap in Mitzrayim. There 
is a relationship between Yiras Shomayim and 
dnkg: “dnkg oi` d`xi oi` m` (Avos 3:21) ”.

We can take this a step further: In Shmoneh 
Esrei, the dkxa of opeg dz` follows that of  
yecw dz`. R’ Wolbe says: Only with a person 
acquiring Kedusha can he attain dnkg and dpia. 
In Sefer Emunah U’bitochon, the Chazon Ish 
writes that a person can be bestowed with a 
large portion of dnkg in his essence but may be 
unable to access it. Poor Middos will not allow 
him to connect with the dnkg, because “only a 
delicate, refined heart can create the pathways 

needed to enter the gates of dnkg”. From here 
we see that a person’s negative Middos can ac-
tually prevent growth in dnkg and dpia.

The Gemara in Shabbos relates the story 
of Chanukah, and says “zxg` dpyl”-“ the 
next year”, they established the days of Cha-
nukah as a Yom Tov. Why only the next year? 
Should they not have established it right away? 
Also puzzling is the part of Maoz Tzur which 
talks about Chanukah, where it says that the  
“dpia ipa’ instituted Chanukah. Why did it re-
quire dpia to recognize the qp and remember it 
with a Yom Tov?

R’ Yehuda Jacobs shlit”a explained that the 
true Golus, as it was in the time of Chanukah 
and as it remains today, is about the influence 
that Yavan had on our identity as Yidden. The 
mission of the Yevanim was to proclaim that 
there is no difference between us and them. 
Their Gezairos all pointed toward one goal: to 
ensure that we will no longer be aware that 
there is more to a person than scientifically 
meets the eye. They did not want to believe 
that our bodies can be elevated with a Bris Mi-
lah, and that the Chachamim have the author-
ity to determine when a new month starts. We 
have a neshama that is connected to Hashem, 
and our lives are not about physicality. But the 
Yevanim prevailed for many years, and man-
aged to almost eradicate any sense of spiritual-
ity in us. 

Because of this influence, it took a year’s 
time to gain back the connection to our life as 
Yidden. This is what is meant in Maoz Tzur that 
the dpia ipa instituted Chanukah: It was only 
with the spiritual dpia that was regained after 
emerging from the darkness of the Golus, and 
after the winds of the Greek culture subsided, 
that they were able to recognize how Klal Yis-
roel was saved from losing their identity com-
pletely to the Yavan culture.

May we all be zoche to internalize the mes-
sage of Chanukah, and to see beyond the over-
whelming Choshech that we still contend with.

Good Shabbos

Rabbi Hess is an alumnus of the Kollel.
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Graf Shel Re’i

We have spent the last few weeks discuss-
ing the halachos of clearing the table of muk-
tzah items. This provides a natural segue to 
our next topic: “Graf shel re’i v’avit shel mey 
raglayim.” 

“Kol davar metunof” - any disgusting, of-
fensive matter like human or animal waste 
etc. can be removed and taken to the gar-
bage, bathroom etc. This applies as long as 
it is in a living area, be it indoors or out, like 
a porch or patio.  Even if people do not actu-
ally sit around there but it is a place people 
pass regularly it may be removed. A garage 
however, in a situation where people do not 
usually congregate or even pass through 
would not be included in this din even if one 
went into the garage to get a bottle of soda or 
folding chair etc. (Mechaber 308:34, Mishnah 
Berurah 131). However, if one is concerned 
about a child playing with it etc. one is al-
lowed to cover it. 

The gemara (Shabbos 121:) relates that a 
rodent was found in Rav Ashi’s spice pantry. 
Rav Ashi allowed it to be carried out by its 
tail because of the hetter of graf shel re’i. Al-
though the term graf shel re’i literally trans-
lates as a bedpan or chamber pot, where the 
offensive item is being held by a utensil, the 
gemara points out that this is not necessarily 
so and it may be handled directly (Mechaber 
ibid.) 

There does not seem to be any preference 
given to tiltul min hatzad (Tehillah L’Dovid 
308:40, R’ Shlomo Zalman Auerbach and oth-
ers); if something qualifies as a graf shel re’i 
it may be moved and dealt with in a normal 
fashion. To conclude our discussion of clear-
ing the table, if shells etc. were so numerous 
and obtrusive that they could be considered 
graf shel re’i it is muttar to pick them up and 
throw them in the garbage just as one would 
during the week (Mishnah Berurah 115).
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